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Are you in or interested in Ketogenic Diet or Low Carb Diet?Do you have an Instant Pot or want

to have one?Do you want to combine both Keto Diet and Instant Pot cooking serving your

family with easy and delicious recipes? Keep on reading! This book will give you the right

answer!This book “Keto Diet Instant Pot Cookbook For Rapid Weight Loss And A Better

lifestyle- Top 101 Quick, Easy & Delicious Low Carb Ketogenic Diet Instant Pot

Recipes(Including 14 Days Fat Loss Meal Plan)” suits for people of any body weight or body

shape! We have helped more than 400,000 people lose their weight and get a healthier

lifestyle. Hope this book will also help you! By following a ketogenic diet, you will get too many

benefits, below are the some of them:1. Lose your weight faster.2. Have a stable energy level.3.

Be more smarter.4. Enjoy increased endurance.5. No starvation.6. Improve your blood profile

indicators.7. Regulate blood pressure.8. Get rid of insulin resistance.9. Reduce diabetic

medications.What will you find in this book?1. Brief Overview of the Ketogenic Diet?2.

Everything About the Instant Pot?3. Benefits of the Ketogenic Diet?4. How Does the Instant Pot

work?5. Many Useful advice and more!6. 14- Day Meal Plan7. 101 Instant Pot Recipes8. More

and more...You will combine Ketogenic Diet and your Instant Pot perfectly by following this

book. With these 101 delicious and easy recipes, which all are in detailed step-by-step

procedure, we are sure it will be a small case for you to cook favorite foods. You will find:

Soups, Stews, and Chilies, Beef, Pork, and Lamb, Seafood and Chicken, Vegan and

Vegetarian, Side Dishes, Stocks, and Sauces, Festival & Weekend Recipes, Special Occasion

Recipes, Desserts, Wicked Recipes. Almost everything you will find, Just enjoy them!For more

information, please pay few minutes and scroll up to look inside, you will like it! GET THE

COPY BY NOW!
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John E. Hurlbut, “Could use an editor - Recipes are tasty though!. So I always like a cookbook,

it gives me ideas I hadn't thought of before. When you produce a cookbook specific to a way of

eating, or diet, you should put things in there that are key to that diet. For example on a

Ketogenic diet keeping track of your macros is pretty key. So it would be helpful to have the

calories, carbs, protein and fat content of each recipe. Also I noticed a few errors that could

have been easily corrected by a quick review by an editor. For example, on the cover it says

"Low crab" instead of "Low carb". I made my first recipe last night in the book and it called for

1 head of broccoli. However in the instructions it tells you to add the cauliflower to the pot. Also

the recipe calls for 1/4 C of parsley, but in the instructions it doesn't mention anywhere to add

the parsley to the pot. So I'm sure I'll find a few more errors as we go through the recipes. But

they don't affect the quality of the recipe at all as long as you know how to figure out what to

do, just takes a little more brain power that should be necessary when making a recipe. I

would have given 5 stars if the macro counts would have been in there even with the editing

mistakes.  Thanks for taking the time to put this together!”

MamaMaisy, “Overall, a good set of recipes and nice beginners guide to using the Instant Pot

and the ketogenic diet.. This is a combination of two books really. You get the benefits of having

a cookbook and guide on both the Ketogenic diet, as well as one which uses the Instant Pot

pressure cooker. The beginning of the book opens up by describing the Ketogenic diet. It

teaches you about what exactly the diet entails, and how it works. This includes what you

should focus on eating and what you should avoid. There is a section which explains why the

keto diet is so effective at burning fat in the body and some of the possible side effects that you

may experience in the early stages of the diet. Next, there is information on the Instant Pot.

This is an appliance that helps you to make numerous recipes with less time and effort. The

book describes the different models available, the controls and how best to use the machine.

The majority of the book is composed of recipes that fit in the keto diet and use the Instant Pot.



There are a ton of recipes, although they do not contain any pictures of them. There are

serving sizes and preparation times for each, but they do not include any macros or calories for

the recipes. Overall, a good set of recipes and nice beginners guide to using the Instant Pot

and the ketogenic diet.”

Ida May, “Easy to follow recipes. I loved this cookbook. Not only did it describe the Keto diet in

much detail it also includes a 14 day meal plan to get me started. I think the recipies in the

book are really great and easy to prepare. I made 2 items so far, the broccoli cheese soup and

the roasted chicken. My family really liked both recipies and yhey were sto easy to make. I took

before pictures but my family was impatient so I never got after pictures. I really like this cook

book.”

Jeffery Simpson, “Tons of great looking recipes. The book has a good overview of the Keto

Diet. I haven't made all of the recipes by a long shot, because there are so many. Most

recipes look fantastic and I can't wait to keep trying them. I would have liked the book better if

it offered the nutrition information for each recipe.”

Toni J., “happy with it. Just arrived today, happy with it. It is all I expected”

The book by Frank  Donald has a rating of  5 out of 3.4. 392 people have provided feedback.
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